Statement of Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour
Regarding the Bureau of Economics Staff Study
“The Petroleum Industry: Mergers, Structural Change,
and Antitrust Enforcement”

Today, a majority of the Commission has voted to authorize the issuance of a Bureau of Economics staff report on mergers in the petroleum industry. This report is a carefully-researched and well-written historical exegesis describing the structural evolution of the petroleum industry, including a detailed discussion of this agency’s review of petroleum mergers over the last 20 years.

Unfortunately, I would have preferred that the Commission defer this report until after it produces a comprehensive report about skyrocketing gasoline prices. The public wants to know why gas prices have increased so dramatically in the short term, and why the pricing of refined petroleum products is so variable over the long term. People question whether refineries are being closed for anticompetitive reasons. They wonder whether the industry might be engaging in marketing practices that drive prices up, without any offsetting advantages to consumers. And charges continue to be leveled that domestic producers deliberately have manipulated the supply of gasoline and other refined petroleum products in order to increase their own profits.

The Commission and its staff have produced high-quality work discussing most of these issues. Over the last few years, the Commission has disseminated a considerable amount of information on the factors that influence both the level and volatility of gasoline prices. Some of that learning was incorporated in very recent Commission testimony before two different committees of the U.S. House of Representatives. However, because relevant information has been produced piecemeal in response to numerous inquiries, the Commission’s work is scattered


in various places.

I believe it is essential for the Commission to expedite the production of a single report that addresses gas pricing issues in a clear and comprehensive manner. I would have preferred to see the Commission’s limited resources directed toward producing such a report. For these reasons, I choose to abstain from the Commission’s vote to authorize the staff of the Bureau of Economics to issue the petroleum mergers report at this time.